Create Good Sinks
Plumbing Instructions

Turn off electric power at fuse box or circuit breaker.
Be sure to wear safety glasses.
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A free drain kit comes with every
sink bowl. Make sure you have all parts.

Slip the mounting seal
onto the sink bottom
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Remove mounting hardware

Put lip into mounting seal*

Attach clamp

Once disposal is attached,
follow the disposal
manufacturer’s instructions
and safety precautions for
attaching plumbing, electrical
power, and operation.
Using strainer baskets, plug
sink and fill with water to
test for leaks.
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Insert drain lip

Attach clamp

Insert splash guard
*For added
leverage,
place the
base of the
disposal in
the palm of
your hand
and put that
elbow on the
floor of the
cabinet.

Liquid dish soap can be used as a seal lubricant for the lip insertion. (Never use oil or grease)
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Insert one side of drain or disposer's lip, then pull to stretch the rubber seal, then drop the back end in.
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I The clamp is designed to close if seal is seated properly. Gently wiggle disposer or drain fitting to seat the seal.
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P Start one side of clamp and make sure it is seated properly, then close the other side.
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*For added leverage, place the base of the disposal in the palm of your hand and put that elbow on the floor
L
of the cabinet. The other hand guides the throat and lip into the rubber mounting seal.
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RECOMMENDED DISPOSALS
For a hassle free install we recommend the In-Sink-Erator Disposals. All their models fit beautifully except for their
“Batch Feed” models. (Batch Feed Disposals start when the disposal plug is inserted into the disposal opening).
Another popular brand is Waste King Disposals. Several of their models require an adapter, which we will ship via
FedEx Ground free of charge. Waste King has also certified that their 9000 series “batch feed” disposer will work with
the PermaClean Drain System.
Waste King EZ Mount Adapter
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Avoid the Sears Kenmore.
It mounts perfectly, but needs
a small insert to stabilize our
splash guard (insert provided
free if asked - via FedEx ground)

If any questions, call tech support at 513-327-8078 or visit our website at SeamlessSink.com

